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Software Developer
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Company: Software House

Location: Izmir

Category: other-general

At Software House (Permanent), in Portugal

Salary: €30.000 - €50.000

Expires at: 2027-06-18

Remote policy: Full remote

We are dynamic software house that excels in delivering cutting-edge applications and mobile

solutions. With a passion for innovation, our expert team crafts robust software applications,

responsive websites, and customized solutions that cater to your unique business needs. We

thrive on transforming ideas into reality, empowering companies’ digital presence and driving

their success forward. We have a dynamic and collaborative work environment that fosters

creativity and offers ample opportunities for professional development. 

As a Software Developer, you will be responsible for developing and maintaining our

company's web applications and infrastructure. You will work closely with our product, design,

and engineering teams to build scalable and user-friendly solutions that meet the needs of

our customers. 

Responsibilities:

Develop high-quality web applications using modern technologies and frameworks.

Write clean, efficient, and maintainable code.

Conduct thorough testing and debugging of applications to ensure optimal performance and

user experience.
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Implement and maintain APIs to integrate our applications with external services and

platforms.

Optimize applications for maximum speed and scalability.

Stay up to date with industry trends and emerging technologies to suggest new ideas and

improvements.

Participate in code reviews to ensure adherence to coding standards and best practices.

Troubleshoot and resolve technical issues in a timely manner.

Main requirements

Minimum of 2 years of experience as a Software Developer

Proven experience as a software developer with a track record of delivering successful web

applications

Proficiency in at least two programming languages such as JavaScript, Python, Java, C#,

Ruby, etc.

Familiarity with both SQL and NoSQL databases

Experience with version control systems (e.g., Git) and collaborative development workflows.

Familiarity with cloud platforms (e.g., AWS, Azure, Google Cloud) and experience with cloud

deployment.

Familiarity with agile development methodologies and tools.

Benefits & Perks

Competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package.

Opportunity to work in a fast-growing startup environment with a talented and passionate

team.

Professional growth and learning opportunities to enhance your skills and knowledge.

Flexibility in working hours and location.

A supportive and inclusive work environment that values creativity and innovation.

Join our team of dedicated professionals and contribute to the success of our innovative

applications and mobile solutions. 
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